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ABSTRACT

Numerous checkout systems are being conceived for factory test, launch readiness
assessment, and on-orbit performance evaluation for spacecraft designs of ever-increasing
complexity. These systems must in addition be extremely flexible in design to maintain
supportive capability at reasonable cost during transition from development through
operational program phases. This paper describes a telemetry dependent checkout system
for the Navstar Global Positioning Satellite. The Space-Ground Link System (SGLS)
compatible telemetry based checkout features elemental units that simulate the Satellite
Test Center (STC) and the Remote Tracking Stations (RTS). This approach minimizes the
duplication of hardware and software design and documentation for the overall spacecraft
assembly-to-orbit checkout process. The telemetry-checkout design is shown to be
versatile enough to support growth in both numbers and types of payloads; to reduce the
operator training demands; to provide test results, equipment status, and other data to
remote evaluation personnel; and to improve delivery through computer-assisted
performance assessments.

INTRODUCTION

Extensive production capacity is implicit in the Global Positioning System (GPS)
operational program phase to supply spacecraft in adequate quantities to establish and to
maintain the requisite orbital system configuration. The unique characteristics of the GPS
constellation are depicted in Figure 1, which portrays spacecraft which are arranged in six
rings - each in 55-degree inclined orbits spaced 60 degrees apart. The three satellites
resident in each ring are equidistant and in a circular, 12-hour orbit. This 18-Navstar
spacecraft constellation provides nearly uniform, global, precision performance services to
GPS navigation and nuclear burst reporting systems users. Ten additional spacecraft will
be employed as on-orbit and ground spares.



Figure 1.  Global Positioning System

The major components of the Navstar spacecraft and their salient features are shown in
Figure 2. In addition to the conventional subsystems, the spacecraft houses the navigation
and Integrated Operational Nudet Detections Systems (IONDS) payloads noted earlier.
The L-band subsystem constituents include a 12-element, helical array, shaped beam
antenna, a triplexer for coupling three L-band transmitters to the antenna, and the
transmitters. Two of the L-band transmitters (L1 and L2) are part of the navigation system,
while the third (L3) transmitter is associated with the Global Burst Detector and the
Integrated Transfer Subsystem to form the IONDS payload. The Integrated Transfer
Subsystem is a GPS-GPS, ultra high frequency (UHF) crosslink IONDS message
broadcast system. Globally broadcast IONDS data are combined with locally acquired
data for information distribution completeness. The navigation data unit (NDU) generates
the navigation baseband signals (in conjunction with cesium and rubidium atomic
frequency standards) utilized for position location determination.



The telemetry, tracking, and command subsystem (TT&C) typically interfaces with all
GPS elements and with the signal and data processing interface units of the external
checkout system. The TT&C subsystem is a Carrier I, space-ground link system (SGLS)
and is interconnected to checkout facilities by both hardware and air links. During testing,
it serves as a bridge between the spacecraft subsystems and their associated ground
equipment.

The Navstar checkout system has been nearly fully automated and integrated with central
processing facilities to alleviate cost and manpower impacts induced by the high GPS
production rate and the geographic dispersion of program facilities. Overall, the system
contains equipment to stimulate spacecraft subsystems, RF measurement devices for
payload components, automation control and monitoring, and a TT&C transmit/receive
and processing unit.

This paper describes the GPS checkout and data processing facilities, the manufacturing
tests performed on the spacecraft, the launch base and launch vehicle tests, the Navstar
TT&C system, and its involvement in the checkout process.

NAVSTAR TT&C SYSTEM

The Navstar TT&C system consists of a nearly omnidirectional coverage antenna system,
a radio frequency (RF) assembly, dual receiver/demodulator units, an internally redundant
command decoder, encryption and decryption equipment, an internally redundant pulse-
code modulation (PCM) system, and dual transmitter/baseband assembly units (see
Figure 3). The RF assembly permits receiver coupling to two conical spiral antennas or to
a bicone when the spacecraft is operating in the spin mode. The receivers are connected to
the transmitters to provide turnaround PRN ranging. The uplink carrier is transmitted at
1783.74 MHz, and the downlink at 2227.50 MHz. Command data employs the
conventional 65, 96, and 75 kHz ternary tones. PCM data biphase shift keys (BPSK) a
1.7-MHz subcarrier oscillator.

The PCM unit provides signal conditioning, analog multiplexing and conversion, digital
multiplexing, and data formatting of inputs into Non-Return to Zero Level (NRZ-L) and
Biphase (Bi-L) serial outputs. The primary data format consists of 64 eight-bit word Minor
Frames. Eight Minor Frames constitute a Master Frame, and 64 Minor Frames make up a
Data Cycle. A second format is available by command to enhance the dumping of memory
from the NDU and a secondary payload. The GPS PCM has two bit rates of 4 Kbps and
500 bps. The normal data rate is 4 Kbps. The 500 bps rate is used during early orbit
operations while the space vehicle is spin-stabilized to extend coverage into marginal
antenna areas. No change in format results from a bit rate change.



Figure 2.  Navstar Block II Space Vehicle Subsystems



Figure 3.  TT&C Block Diagram



The GPS dual command decoder (DCD) unit receives and processes SGLS ternary
command data, outputs NDU uploads, issues discrete and serial magnitude commands, and
controls the operation of the TT&C system. The DCD command output capability is
416 discrete commands and eight serial magnitude commands.

The DCD can process commands in either the encrypted or clear formats. The encrypted
format data is received from redundant decryption units, while the clear command format
data is received directly from the S-band receivers. The clear commanding is used for
ground checkout only.

The TT&C typically interfaces with every other spacecraft subsystem and the Navstar
payloads (see Figure 4) to issue commands for configuration control and to report reaction
and status to the commands. Each command is coupled to a specific measurement. The
command, measurements, and type are shown in Table 1.

The measurements and commands are utilized in all phases of assembly, launch, and
orbital operations without supplement. The TT&C, portraying the high confidence in its
performance, is the spacecraft control/monitor device in final assembly in the
environmental chambers, and in the launch vehicle.

Table 1. Command and Measurements Requirements

Commands Measurements

Discrete Mag Discrete Analog* Digital

AVCS

EPS

NPD

L-Band

RCS

OIS

TCS

TT&C

GBD

ITS

18

76

60

53

22

4

35

57

7

4

1

-

2

-

-

-

-

2

1

1

33

35

41

22

8

-

20

57

6

2

25 (10 PCM)

50 (11 PCM)

43 (16 PCM)

14 (6 PCM)

33 (31 SCU)

  1 (1 SCU)

78 [76 (8 PCM)]

15 (3 PCM)

  4

  4 (1 PCM)

3

-

1

-

-

-

-

3

1

*(XX PCM or SCU) indicates number of submux measurements.



Figure 4.  TT&C Interfaces



CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT

The checkout system (see Figure 5) consists basically of the data acquisition and control
processor (DACP), which is the test control element, the programmable control and
monitor unit (PCMU), Navstar Interface and control equipment (NICE) unit (which
simulates and tests the EPS and AVCS subsystems sensors), the Telecom test set (which
configures the space vehicle subsystems for testing and provides the DACP with space
vehicle subsystems status information), the RF antenna hats for vehicle radio-link coupling
to the Telecom test set, RF test set (which analyzes carrier signals), and the payloads test
sets (IRDTS, Frequency Standard Test, L-band test set). A total of seven checkout
systems are employed at various assembly points and environmental test chambers within
the factory, and two sets are resident in the launch base facilities.

The DACP Is the master GSE test controller. The unit generates uplink messages,
decommutates downlink data, processes and stores real-time test data, performs posttest,
non-real-time data analysis and transfers test data to the interfacility Data Link (IFDL).
Physically, the DACP is enclosed in five relay racks with free standing peripherals
including a line printer, CRT-printer, remote CRT’s, and functional keys. The DACP
employs a Data General S/280 computer as a command processor with a second unit as a
data link processor. A Data General S/120 computer interfaces with the Interfacilities Data
Link System. IEEE RS232-C and IEEE-488 interfaces are utilized to couple the DACP to
the applicable test sets.

In addition to its upload and control capability, the DACP receives PCM, navigation, and
IONDS data, disseminates and processes these data, and performs Go/No Go limit checks.

The Telecom test set provides a test station equivalent to an Air Force SCF Remote
Tracking Station through use of Carrier I data transmission facilities. It also provides a
hardline and airlink interconnection with the spacecraft TT&C subsystem for functional
and integrated subsystem testing. The test set functions include:  generation of all S-band
signals; carrier modulation and demodulation; generation of all time codes; encryption and
decryption (as required); signals to perform the PRN ranging function; and interface for
DACP-generated uplink commands and for DACP-monitored PCM.

The NICE interfaces with the spacecraft, the Telecom test set, and the PCMU and
operates under the control of the PCMU or the DACP via the PCMU. The unit consists of
several manual test sets that have been brought under automatic control by the PCMU.
These units include power control and solar array simulation, electro-explosive device
(EED) monitors and bus control, the Attitude Velocity and Control System checkout, the
upper stage vehicle interface (ASE), Reaction Control System test set, thruster valve
control, heater monitors, and others.



Figure 5.  Integrated Space Vehicle Test Block Diagram



Some specific major functional capabilities of the NICE Include trickle charger control and
functional monitoring, selection of spacecraft heater test points, statusing of spacecraft
EED’s, alarm circuits, and devices for alerting personnel of hazardous conditions (battery,
computer, power, temperature failures), thruster valve actuations, and simulation of the
PAM-D and STS interfaces. Exerciser functions include production of signals that activate
the linear accelerometer package for active nutation control system checkout and stimulate
the combined earth sensor electronics for testing.

The PCMU operates in conjunction with the NICE in order to automatically control
various test sequences; to monitor, analyze, and print out test results; to receive and
transmit to the master computer (the DACP); and to flag redline conditions and take
corrective action. The PCMU contains a minicomputer (HP-1000-A900), a CRT/
keyboard, a line printer, a 16-M byte, Winchester disc drive, a dual floppy disc drive, a
magnetic tape recorder, strip chart recorders, patch panels, power control panels, time
code reader and other monitor and control panels.

The RF test set provides the capability to automatically test spacecraft RF systems and
components. The test set selects and routes signals to measurement instruments and/or to
the test sets. Measurement capability includes frequency, power, spectral distribution, and
comparison to predicted limits for pass/fall decisions. In addition to the TT&C signals, the
RF test set tests the navigation and IONDS payload carriers and the spacecraft frequency
standards. The RF test set is interconnected to the DACP via Its HP 1000-A600
minicomputer.

The antenna hat set captures RF signals from the L-band helical array, the UHF IONDS
antenna, and the S-band bicone/conical spiral antennas to provide a “hardline” between the
space vehicle and the RF test set. Receive coupling insertion loss is less than 10 dB when
the hat is placed over the antenna and the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) is not
increased by more than 1.25 times the VSWR of the antenna radiating into free space.

GROUND PROCESSING SYSTEM

The Ground Processing System is interconnected with the DACP, KSC, and the SCF for
both realtime test/orbital support for data archive maintenance and posttest data
processing, as required. The stored test data will be maintained for the life of the space
vehicle, and orbital data is stored for the duration of the contract.

The Ground Processing System is shown In Figure 6. The Interfacilities Data Link segment
will be operational in mid 1986. The Data Transfer System (DTS) currently supports
development phase vehicles and will continue orbital operations support during the
production program.



Figure 6.  Ground Data Processing System



The processing facility consists of five Data General computers, peripherals, and displays.
The MV/10,000 is the host computer, the MV/4000 units are employed for data
acquisition while the M/600 and S/250 units are used for data demultiplexing and for
selectable data display.

FACTORY CHECKOUT

Factory checkout provides the means for verifying that the assembled components,
subsystems, and interfaces of the space vehicle system comply with design requirements
and that, consequently, the space vehicle is ready for launch operations. Factory checkout
implies that the vehicle will undergo a series of mechanical, electrical, and environmental
tests which will ensure its ultimate performance for all mission phases (see Table II).

Table II.  Acceptance Tests for SV Readiness Evaluation

Mechanical Tests Electrical Tests
Environmental

Tests

Static load

Modal survey

Pressure proof/leak

Alignments

Mechanisms and solar
array deployment

Combined systems evaluation

Thermal control heaters

Space vehicle functional

Mission profile

Solar array flood Illumination

EMC

Pyro shock

Acoustics

Thermal balance

Spin thermal vacuum

Mechanical Tests are performed as the space vehicle structure is phased into full-up
vehicle assembly. Electrical and environmental tests shown are performed on the full-up
configuration. A typical acceptance test flow and schedule for electrical and environmental
testing Is shown In Figure 7. The facilities required to perform the assembly and test of the
GPS vehicles are shown in Figure 8. These facilities accommodate a GPS production rate
of seven spacecraft per year.

The Space Vehicle Functional Test is used to verify proper operational status of the
subsystems before and after exposure of the space vehicle to various environmental tests.
During the functional test each subsystem is fully exercised in the primary and redundant
modes of operation. Self-test modes are exercised and failure-redundancy circuits verified.
Commanding and monitoring of the vehicle are accomplished via the S-band TT&C
system. The test is structured such that each subsystem is tested as an entity but utilizes all 



Figure 7.  Factory Test Schedule



Figure 8.  Test Facilities - GPS Production



of the interface common with other subsystems. Vehicle telemetry data is compared in
real-time with predetermined test limits.

The Combined Systems Functional Test also evaluates individual subsystem performances
after a space vehicle relocation, environmental test, or when it is desirable to rapidly check
spacecraft performance. The test is written so that all electronic components are tested in
order to detect failure or malfunctions resulting from environmental exposure. Use is made
of command and verification routines and, where possible, parallel systems testing in
which a single verification provides performance verification of multiple subsystems. As
with the Space Vehicle Functional Test, the primary source of data is the vehicle telemetry
system. As the test proceeds, specific monitors are sampled for correct levels, responses to
commands, or changes as a result of external stimuli, and they are checked to
predetermined limits.

The Thermal Control Heater Tests consist of resistance and current measurements of the
heater circuits, as well as verification of heater on/off commanding capabilities.

The Space Vehicle Integrated Mission Profile Test is designed to verify integrity of the
space vehicle subsystems simulating the launch sequence, separation, and mission
simulation through orbital checkout. Sequencer firing is verified and the space vehicle is
exercised through the command sequences it will experience from launch to operational
status.

At the beginning of test, PAM-D/orbiter power is applled, the space vehicle is placed in
the prelaunch mode, and a vehicle status check is performed. A predeployment verification
test is then performed to simulate the space vehicle in the orbiter parking orbit. Space
vehicle/PAM-D spin-up and deployment from the orbiter is simulated and the space
vehicle is configured for initial drift orbit operations. Delta V maneuvers are executed by
the AVCS and the AVCS is subsequently exercised to simulate despinning of the vehicle.
Solar arrays are deployed (initiator circuits only), sun and earth acquisition modes are
verified, and the AVCS subsystem is exercised in a final Delta V maneuver. The vehicle is
cycled through an eclipse sequence, the payloads are powered up and uploaded, and
operation verified.

A Final/Post-Factory Functional Test evaluates subsystems performance and establishes a
data baseline from which failure or malfunctions may be detected that may have occured
during the space vehicle’s move from the factory to the launch base. The test is first
performed at the factory and then repeated at the base.



The Solar Array Flood Illumination Test verifies final flight connection of the solar array
panels to the space vehicle. The solar arrays are uncovered one at a time and illuminated
with halogen tungsten lamps to verify solar array current flow.

Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) Testing demonstrates compatible interfaces and
ensures that adequate margins exist between the susceptibility threshold of critical circuits
and the noise levels at interface points of those circuits. The Integrated Mission Profile
Test is performed where the space vehicle is operated in several modes, including launch,
transfer orbit, initial/final drift orbits, and final orbit with all transmitters on. During these
modes, the space vehicle is monitored on TT&C and on special detectors employed for
EMC verification.

An Acoustic Test verifies the functional and structural integrity of the space vehicle and
component random vibration spectra under the acoustic overall level of 150.5 dB, for a
minimum total test exposure of three minutes. The space vehicle is placed in the acoustic
chamber and subjected to a pre-environment systems test to establish a performance
baseline. During acoustic exposure, space vehicle performance is monitored and
controlled.

A Thermal Balance Test verifies the analytical thermal mode and demonstrates the ability
of the space vehicle thermal control subsystem to maintain components, subsystems, and
the entire space vehicle within maximum predicted temperatures. The thermal environment
seen during transfer orbit and orbital mission phases is simulated. Tests are conducted over
the full mission range of seasons, equipment duty cycles, solar angles, and eclipse
combinations so as to include the worst case of high and low temperature extremes for all
space vehicle components. The power requirements of all thermostatically controlled
heaters are monitored during the test. Thermocouples are installed for specific components
to verify thermal design and analysis.

The Thermal Vacuum Test demonstrates the ability of the space vehicle to meet
requirements under vacuum conditions and temperature extremes that simulate those
predicted for flight with a safety margin. The space vehicle is placed in a thermal vacuum
chamber and a functional test is performed to assure readiness for chamber closure. Space
vehicle power is applied after the test pressure/temperature level has been reached. After
stabilization at both the high and low temperatures, the space vehicle functional test is
repeated. Power is maintained on the equipment throughout the test, and the power
requirements of all thermostatically-controlled heaters are monitored.

A Pyro Shock Test determines the shock levels experienced by critical space vehicle
components when the space vehicle separation pyro device, the solar array panel release,
nutation damper caging, and TT&C antenna initiators are fired. The test is first performed



with mass simulators and later repeated with active components. Power is applied for all
tests, and the vehicle telemetry is continuously monitored for abnormal conditions.

Space Vehicle Spin Tests verify structural integrity of the spacecraft, thruster valve
operation, integrity of the thermal insulation mounting/securing methods, clearance of the
spin sun and earth sensor fields of view, nutation damper and TT&C antenna deployment,
rate gyro operation, accelerometer and CEA operation after spin-up in the orbiter bay. An
external TT&C antenna provides the capability to command and monitor vehicle functions
during test.

LAUNCH BASE OPERATIONS

Launch base operations include tests that verify safe vehicle transportation, replacing of
ordnance simulators with active units, inclusion of the orbit insertion system motor, and
performance of interface tests with the upper stage system, the AFSCF system, the GPS
Control Station, and the Space Transportation System. The steps in launch base operations
are shown in Figure 9 for the qualification test vehicle (QTV), which is the production
precursor unit. The test sequence and dwell times are shown in Figure 10.

Post-Factory Functional Test is a duplication of the Final Factory Functional Test and is
used to verify satisfactory functioning of the space vehicle following transport to the
launch base.

A Hot Wire Initiator and Electro-Explosive Device checkout procedure is used to install
the flight pin puller assemblies on the space vehicle and to verify bridgewire resistance,
absence of stray voltages prior to connection, and proper electrical connection. Tests are
made using the Ordnance test set. Telemetry Is used to verify “arm” and “fire” functions.

The AFSCF Compatibility Test validates the space vehicle TT&C system operational
interface with the AFSCF. The AFSCF compatibility for controlling the space vehicle with
single, block, unsecure, and secure commands is verified, as is the AFSCF compatibility
for processing, displaying, and recording of satellite telemetry data. Verification of AFSCF
capability for determination of range and PRN turnaround correlation is also effected.

Later, the above tests are repeated to verify GPS control segment hardware and software.
In addition, the control segment verifies its capability to process payload data.

A Reaction Control System (RCS) servicing procedure is used to perform hydrazine
onload and to verify final pressure/temperature stabilization. During RCS servicing, space
vehicle power and PCM are turned on. System pressure and temperature measurements are
monitored and compared to hardline monitor outputs.



Figure 9.  GPS Launch Processing Hardware Flow



Figure 10.  QTV Launch Base Schedule



The SV/PAM-D Interface Verification Test verifies proper functioning of the electrical
interfaces between the space vehicle and the PAM-DII upper stage. Following the mating
of the space vehicle to the PAM-DII and the connection of the space vehicle umbilicals,
the vehicle has power supplied through the ASE/PAM-DII Interface. Space vehicle
commands are issued through the hardline input, and the hardline telemetry is monitored.
All functions which are controlled from the orbiter aft-flight deck Airborne Servicing
Equipment (ASE) panels are exercised. Transfer of space vehicle power from the ASE
DC/DC converter to space vehicle internal batteries is accomplished, and vehicle
operations on internal batteries are verified with telemetry and readings taken on the ASE
panel.

The SV/PAM-DII/Orbiter Interface Verification Test is similar in scope to the above test,
except that verification of the orbiter ASE/AVIONICS interface with the space vehicle or
PAM-DII upper stage is added. The test, performed in the SPIF integration cell, uses the
orbiter interface verification equipment (IVE) to demonstrate interface compatibility. In
addition to the above test, all RF radiators expected to be operational during pad and
orbital testing are activated sequentially; thus compatibility is verified. Control functions
are actuated by the IVE, and vehicle response is monitored on telemetry and/or on the aft-
flight deck panel simulator. The final phase of the test involves the plus-time simulated
flight, in which the SV/PAM/orbiter launch-deploy sequence is exercised through the SV
umbilical.

An In-Bay Validation Test verifies compatibility of the space vehicle and the orbiter
systems, ASE control functions, and space vehicle readiness for launch. The test utilizes
hardline TT&C functions to provide subsystems control and to evaluate the space vehicle
status. Space vehicle power is supplied by the orbiter/PAM-DII power bus via the ASE
DC/DC converter. The interface to the payload data interleaver (PDI) and general purpose
computer (GPC) is exercised, and satisfactory response of these units to space vehicle
telemetry is verified.

The Orbital Validation Test provides an evaluation of key space vehicle parameters to
establish readiness for deployment from the STS orbiter. The test utilizes the orbiter
GPC/PDI interface to transmit space vehicle status data to the TDRSS for relay to the
AFSCF, where space vehicle status is then evaluated against predetermined limits.
Anomalies may require use of an RTS to command/reconfigure the space vehicle for
further analysis with the space vehicle RF links. Supplemental data is provided by
verification of monitors available at the orbiter aft flight deck ASE control panel, which
displays battery switch position, ordnance bus status, battery temperatures, voltages, and
RCS temperatures and pressure parameters.



CONCLUSION

The Navstar checkout system has been configured to support extensive testing of the space
vehicle through all production phases from manufacturing through prelaunch. The vital link
between the vehicle and the test support equipment has been shown to be the on-board
telemetry and command link. Through the use of this link, the test equipment has access to
all vital subsystem operational parameters, and it can command the vehicle through all its
operational phases. The successful launch and on-orbit deployment of all Navstar satellites
launched to date is a significant testimony to the effectiveness of the Navstar checkout
system and the test plans implemented through its use.


